September 2017

Dear Friends,

For around forty years, the Fed has been in cahoots with the chief bullion banks to hold the price of gold down while keeping the dollar afloat. When paper gets rocky people turn to the tangibles.

Some of us remember silver moving to nearly $6. In January of 1979 only to triple within six months. Of course, this was only the beginning and it continued to take big stair steps up in value to its peak on January 21\textsuperscript{ST} of $50 per ounce! That is nearly a 1,000 \% rise in the price of silver in a year’s time. Those of us who have been in the metals business during those times recall people lining up to sell their sterling silver tea sets which were sent off in Brinks trucks to the refinery. It still saddens me that more of the beautiful flatware and silver sets were not saved or resold. But, those who sold at the height made big money so that’s what they did. Others became silver bugs and started accumulating as much as they could.

Silver was the fore runner in precious metals movement and Gold prices followed close behind rising in value as did Platinum. The point here is that once it breaks out, if we just follow history, we see that the prices will most certainly increase very quickly. That and the availability will most likely decrease as investors run back into the metals markets.
Resource Consultants continues to recommend three categories of metals investing. The first, being that of wealth insurance. This includes low premium coins and bullion bars or rounds. Most items in this grouping can be traded within your precious metals IRA as well. We will help you facilitate your precious metals buy or sell just give us a call. 800-494-4149. We will go more into the recommendations later in this letter, but first we are featuring some predictions from two fellows who have been around the markets for a long time and have been pretty accurate in their assessments and predictions of what to expect in the near future. You may remember Roger Wiegand editor of Trader Tracks and Arch Crawford editor of Crawford Perspectives from our Annual Wealth Protection Conferences.

Roger Wiegand predictions and forecast: (Not from TraderTracks newsletter)

Freeport-McMoRan agreed to give the prevailing national government an ownership piece of their monster Grasberg gold and copper mine in an effort to hold-maintain management control. FCX has been paying over one billion a year in mine taxes. Now the mine-takers get a big slice of ownership, too. Exxon and Total in Venezuela gave Hugo Chavez nothing but just walked away causing an operational shutdown. Crooks couldn't run the facilities. Two big LNG tankers are parked in the way of Hurricane bearing down on Louisiana. News reported the trillion gallons of Texas rainfall would have buried New Orleans under 148 feet of water. Now this storm is headed there again. Watch out!

The North Korean nut is at it again this time flying a missile over Japan with more threats. Watch DJT with Japan's Defense Dept. shoot down the next one and then blockade all the NK Ports with warships. The punk is toast. My son and his family live in Tokyo. I'd like to see it stopped before any untoward accidents.

Gold, copper and silver are in new breakout rallies as we did forecast.
Lots of expensive farm crops ruined in my county of Whatcom with zero rain all summer...raspberries, corn, soybeans, potatoes. Today I saw multiple 2017 crops being plowed under...nothing to harvest including expensive withered raspberry bushes.

Prediction: Senate leader McConnell is voted out next election.
Soros paid punks are headed for some nasty demonstration beatings during their next free speech campus attack. Unfortunately we will see new USA race riots as the emotions are running too hot and virulent.
Stock market correction of -6 to -12 percent sometime after September 21. Small one app NASDAQ stocks hit much harder with many destroyed.
Venture capitalists holding about 40 percent of their shares. They go "no bid" in the crash and become goners.
China is buying iron ore with both hands along with USA coal imports. They are gearing up for a big war.
Monster hidden China bond debt is hidden in high yield China bonds. They are going to get a markets' religious experience of the first order.

The UK Brexit negotiations break down and Mrs. May tells Europe to go stick it. All European trade goes on anyway with new black markets. Mainland European EUR-ECB one world globalist markets implode. ECB Bonds, stocks and Euro Currency crash and burn. European depression votes out Merkel and new hard right German politicians expel radical Islamic Muslims. Israel enters major open war with her enemies; at first losing badly then enjoying a big win as they triple Israel's land size. ~ Roger Wiegand Predictions

To contact Roger: traderrog6@gmail.com to order or inquire about the Trader Tracks Newsletter, which is over 20 pages (not featured in this month’s RCI letter)

Crawford Perspectives is published 12 times per year. Sources of information are believed reliable, but are in no way guaranteed. Opinions and recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated readers/investors are aware of the risks involved. Crawford Perspectives is written and published by Arch Crawford. © 1977-2017 by Arch Crawford. All Rights Reserved. Website = www.CrawfordPerspectives.com

GOLD (weekly chart pg 5) has been attempting to build a base for the last four years. It has finally made a decisive break above its long term downtrend line, and that’s an extremely important accomplishment. To break above the four year base a price trade at or above $1400 should do the trick. As it stands, we are seeing the best price action in a long while. Although price spikes have appeared many times, only a couple have broken out above trendlines and moving averages. There seems to be a world-wide concern about fiat currencies brewing that includes worry about some of the greater nation stalwarts. International currency blocks have formed with the purpose of avoiding using the USDollar in OIL transactions especially, as was mandated by the post-war agreements of the late 40’s. An Arab block is contemplating a Goldbacked issuance of some sort. China and Russia are likewise buying huge quantities of the Precious Metal, most likely for similar purposes. Lately, more countries are attempting to escape from the use of cash, which allows transactions that cannot be followed and controlled by governments. The Control issue is becoming so much more prevalent in today’s world, to the impediment of Personal Freedoms. Apparently, personal attempts to remain free are touching off a bevy of new blockchain currencies, while the grandfather, Bitcoin, is going absolutely nuts! We cannot be sure at this stage, if an inflationary influence is gathering or if the price increases are just trying to find some kind of realistic value while governments are losing the „consent of the governed” across a wide swatch of territory.

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days)
AUG 7 = Full Moon in Aquarius = A Partial Lunar Eclipse. May roil emotions and markets Monday. AUG 8-9-10: -274 total
AUG 15-16 = Both Venus and Mars attack Pluto (or vice versa) - AUG 17=Biggest down day of Aug -274.14
AUG 21 = TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE CROSSES the U.S. = Biggest deal in the sky this Year! Startlingly Powerful!!
AUG 24 = Four negative/hostile planetary pairs – If markets don’t get hit today, when will they? Aug 23: -87.80 Aug 24: -28.69
SEP 5 = Mercury returns to Direct Motion Tuesday. Mars enters Virgo. Sun opposes Neptune & 135 to Uranus. =CHANGES!
SEP 6 = DISASTER! Full Moon 2 AM; Mars squares Admetos before noon. Changes from yesterday go to Full development!
SEP 8-9 = Pluto hostile to Venus and Mars = Forget about relationships this period. Markets, except for gold, not likely positive.
SEP 15 = Venus sextile Jupiter a few minutes before the NYSE close should bring a strong rally into the weekend hours.
SEP 19-20 = Venus enters Virgo, Mercury opposes Neptune, & New Moon all in 4 hours over midnight = Very Intense Period!
SEP 24 = Mars opposes Neptune & 135 to Uranus = Inflationary hedges are screaming higher all this week
SEP 27-28 = Jupiter 135 to Neptune & opposite to Uranus; Pluto Direct Station = All outer planets = Long Term Changes appear.
OCT 2-4 = Uranus stationary Retrograde Wed. Jupiter squares Pluto midday Friday = All outer planets =More Incredible changes.
OCT 7 = Full Moon in Aquarius = “Screaming Intensity – Freedom vs. Responsibility. (Dell)
OCT 8-10 = Probably a down day Tuesday and an up day Thursday.
OCT 11 = Uranus squares Neptune 2 hrs after NYSE Close = MAJOR SHIFTS ALL AROUND = Incredible Long Term release!
OCT 14-16 = Betting downside for equity markets. Mercury goes Retrograde again on Oct 12th. All usual cautions extended!
ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are most often emailed on 1st Mondays of months. Next CP will be available on 
Monday, September 25.

"Scaling great heights, whether climbing a Himalayan peak or watching the market rise, comes with risks that must be monitored every step of the way. And the higher you go, the greater those risks become. Climbers feel numbness in their fingers and toes, and lightness in their heads; investors can feel the same things, if for different reasons, as the market lurches from peak to peak. The question becomes whether to turn back or to keep trudging higher. That’s particularly pertinent for investors, who have watched stocks more than triple since the depths of the financial crisis in a bull market that is now the second-longest on record. And with dangers – both real and imagined – seemingly lurking in every dip and drop, the urge to turn tail and run from equities might be particularly strong.” – Ben Levisohn

Crawford Perspectives is published 12 times per year. Sources of information are believed reliable, but are in no way guaranteed. Opinions and recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated readers/investors are aware of the risks involved. Crawford Perspectives is written and published by Arch Crawford. 1977-2017 by Arch Crawford. All Rights Reserved. Website = www.CrawfordPerspectives.com
CRAWFORD PERSPECTIVES, - 6890 E. Sunrise Drive, Suite #70, Tucson, AZ 85750-0738 Tel. (520) 577-1158,
Reasons to hold Precious Metals

Physical Precious metals are a tangible asset. Our clients hold and accumulate” hard money”. The process is simple. You pick up the phone and call us, as for a current quote and if you are ready to place an order, we lock in that price for you. You order is shipped in about seven business days if paid with a check or usually the next day if paid with a bank wire. The metals are shipped tracked and fully insured to the address you request in a discreet package with no description of contents on the outside. You hold a store of wealth that is a safe haven and much more private than any stock account or electronic or paper investment.

Precious Metals is “WEALTH INSURANCE” we insure our cars our homes, our lives our businesses and our health. What about our buying power? Acquiring a precious metals portfolio allows you to insure your finances against bad stock or bond investments or many market fluctuations. Diversification is paramount in any wise investor’s portfolio. Political and economic instability continues to escalate

As political and economic instability escalates around this sphere we call home, it will again send investors scrambling to gold (and we will see prices soaring). There has already been panic-buying in countries like China and India.
A few of our readers have inquired about selling one form of their metals to buy another that they feel might perform better in the near future. We normally do not recommend selling one metal item to buy another. However, if an individual is especially heavy in one item, for instance gold, and wants to own more of something such as silver because it is so undervalued at the present time, then it might not hurt to liquidate a small portion of gold or stocks to do so. Gold’s all time high was August 22, 2011 when it hit 1919.90. If you bought at that time you could sell at a very large tax loss. This could make your acquisition of silver, platinum or palladium an even lower actual cost. Gold has seen a very nice rise in the last month. It has come up nearly $60 in one month. This is a welcome sight indeed and has been a long time coming.

Individual Investors who wish to purchase physical precious metals for IRA accounts can do so by contacting us and asking for our IRA contact information. Resource has helped hundreds of people just like you to buy or sell Physical Precious Metals within a Precious metals IRA. 800-494-4149.

A word of caution.

All too often we hear stories from readers or clients who have received flyers in the mail promising too good to be true hype from metals companies. When the reader responds by calling for the great promo (which is usually a loss leader, to get prospects) they were pressured on the phone to buy other items or worse, told that that company would have someone out in their area in a few days who would happily appraise their holdings for free! Often talking the person into selling that appraiser their safe investments and putting the money into what the salesman recommends as the best thing since sliced bread. This morning an older couple came in with some of those items what they had been SOLD on. He had been sold rolls of uncirculated presidential quarters which have no silver content, and gold looking but just clad half dollars and fancy boxes with Mint State Silver Eagles. He told me he had paid around $500 for 20 rolls of BU Franklin half dollars too. This sort of thing makes me very sad. I wish he had just called us before he agreed to any transaction. He would have saved himself thousands of dollars and owned something that was fit for growth and resale.

The following article was from Gold Anti-Trust Action GATA 9/6/17 We have removed the name of the company involved and inserted #### but you can go to the GATA site and look it up for yourself.

CFTC sues California gold dealer #### in fraud scheme

Reuters Staff

WASHINGTON, Sept 6 (Reuters) - The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) said on Wednesday it filed a civil lawsuit against California-based gold dealer #### in what it called the biggest-ever retail precious metals fraud enforcement action brought by the regulator.

The CFTC alleges ####, deploying high-pressure sales tactics, deceived thousands of retail customers who lost a total of $290 million in connection with illegal, off-exchange leveraged precious metals transactions.

According to the complaint, between July 16, 2011 and March 31, 2017, #### defrauded over 12,000 trading accounts, many of which were owned by elderly customers, through outsized price spreads on trades, commissions, interest on loans and administrative fees.

The CFTC filed a civil injunctive enforcement action in U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. (Reporting by Michelle Price; Editing by Jeffrey Benkoe)

That sort of stuff gives a bad shadow over the industry and is very upsetting. There are still some great metals companies out there. We strive to be the best!
Resource Consultants is a family owned and operated company with no commissioned sales people. We do not buy
referrals or have staff who calls or harass our clients to buy or sell. Our business comes from personal recommendations,
referrals and repeat customers. We work very hard to maintain a great reputation by being honest and keeping our clients
interest and well-being in mind. This has served us well and we are grateful for each of you. Please, if you have any
questions re the precious metals markets, don’t hesitate to call. If we are busy, we will call you back as soon as possible.
You can ask for me, Linda Gorman if you wish. I would love to get to know you better and help you any way I can.

GOLD-CATEGORY ONE
INSURANCE

United States Gold Eagles where the first gold bullion coin minted by the U.S. Mint. They were first introduced in 1986
and have been minted every year thereafter. They can be acquired in the 1 ounce, ½ ounce, ¼ ounce and 1/10 ounce size
coins with a $50, $25, $10, $5 face value respectively. The fractional coins are very attractive for possible bartering
situations, as you may not choose to trade a full ounce for everything you need. The current low gold prices make this an
opportune time to put away a variety of gold bullion coins to prepare for whatever you might need. Call for quantity
discounts. You can save big money by getting several ounces of fractional coins at a time.

The U.S. $50 Gold Buffalo offers the first opportunity to access a 24-Karat American Gold coin. It’s a beautiful coin
reminiscent of the old buffalo nickel featuring the profile of a Native American chief on the obverse and a buffalo on the
reverse side. When they were first introduced to the market they carried a higher premium than the Eagle. At this time
the Buffalo and the Gold Eagle are both available for the about the same price.

Although the American Gold Eagle is a favorite with most of our clients, there are several other Gold Bullion coins
which are very popular and readily available: the Canadian Gold Maple Leaf, Austrian Gold Philharmonic and South
African Gold Krugerrand just to name a few. Of course .9999 Gold Bullion bars are still popular in sizes ranging from 1
gram to 1 Kilogram.

All of the above with the exception of the Krugerrand are allowed to be purchased into your Precious Metals IRA.
Resource Consultants has helped many of our clients with the simple process of buying or liquidating precious metals in
IRA accounts. Call us if this is something you are considering. We look forward to answering any questions you might
have and will gladly send you the contact information for the trust companies we work with. 800-494-4149

GOLD-CATEGORY TWO
INSURANCE WITH A KICKER

The slightly circulated U.S. gold coins which were minted to be used as currency in the earlier years of the U.S. are what
we call “Insurance with a Kicker” These private semi-numismatic pieces carry a slightly higher premium than the newer
modern bullion coins. These include the $20 Double Eagles, (Liberty Type and St Gaudens Type), as well as the Indian Head and Liberty Type coins in $10, $5 and $2.5 face value. Some of these coins were minted over a century and a half ago! You can own some of these coins at very affordable prices right now. Building date sets of these coins could be a very enjoyable and profitable hobby! Call us for current prices and recommendations. At this time $5 Gold Liberty coins in XF condition are a favorite! Image is enlarged to show detail.

GOLD - CATEGORY THREE
SPECULATION

We only recommend U.S. Numismatic coins because the foreign coins have a tiny small market here in the U.S. and no one wants to buy foreign coins when you are ready to liquidate. The older U.S. coins on the other hand, are very easy to trade. At this time we recommend MS64 $20 St Gaudens as one of the best values.
While Gold can be thought of as your precious metals savings account, Silver is what you should look at as your “currency.” If you have been kicking yourself for not buying silver years ago “when it was cheap” it’s time to load up the truck! This is the end of the dip you’ve been waiting for!

Silver is being coined as the world’s most undervalued asset. (No pun intended) We are going to go over some of the most important items to accumulate right now and what they are. Let’s start with Silver bullion bars and rounds. The largest silver items we recommend are the 100 ounce bars. Silver Bars are also popular in 10 ounce and 1 ounce sizes. 1 ounce silver rounds are very popular because they can be purchased in rolls of 20 just like American silver coins which make for nice neat and easy storage.

Silver rounds are now also available in ½ ounce and ¼ ounce sizes as well. The smaller sizes do run at a slightly higher premium, as with the fractional Gold coins. However, this still affords a way to hold pure silver in small pieces and quantity discounts are available. When you call us we will be able to go over prices and availabilities.

Pre 1965 90% silver U.S. coins are another good choice which are still selling at lower premiums than the newly minted US Eagle. These coins are generally acquired in $1000, $500, $250 and $100 face value bags. The term “Face Value” means the value on the face of the coin. Example: four quarters = $1 face value. Each $1000 face value bag contains approximately 715 ounces of fine silver. If a $1,000 FV bag were selling for $16,500, divide the cost ($16,500) by the amount of ounces, (715) and you will see the price per ounce is about $23.08 per ounce. Cheap silver! These prices like all items fluctuate. This is only an example. Silver is running lower than this as we type this letter. Call and get what you can while you can.

U.S. 1oz Silver Eagle, Canadian Silver Maple Leaf and Austrian Silver Philharmonic are what everyone should be stocking up on NOW! The prices are some of the lowest we’ve seen in a long time and it’s possible we won’t see these low prices for long if ever again. Mint boxes of 500 coins (Monster Boxes) are your best value and we will pick up the shipping and insurance.
The fundamentals for silver are extraordinarily bullish. These prices can’t last long before supply dwindles and drives the premiums higher. The market worldwide is showing an ever growing demand for silver. The U.S. once had the largest stash of silver on the planet and now that stockpile is gone. There is no more to dump on the world market depressing the silver prices. The U.S. now has become a BUYER of silver at world silver prices. This coupled with hundreds of new high-tech uses and demands for silver in everything from jewelry to medicine will be putting pressure on the already low supplies now and in the immediate future.

Gold, Silver Platinum and Palladium are all metals that you can add to your precious metals IRAs or take physical possession of. If you have been putting away metals throughout the years, is the time to add to your portfolio. If you haven’t started, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? Anyone who can save even $500 has more than enough to start investing in precious metals.

That’s it for this letter. Take care of yourself and your loved ones. We hope you are passing the letter along after you read it and that you are benefiting from our advice. Thank you for your business, your referrals and your friendship. Special prayers for those of you who are in fire or flood areas.

God Bless and Keep you well,

Linda & Pat Gorman

Resource Consultants, Inc.
www.buysilvernow.com
800-494-4149

Disclaimer : The content of the Resource Consultants Newsletter and its web site is provided for information purposes only and does not purport to provide legal, tax, or individual investment or business advice. The information contained in the newsletter has been carefully gathered from sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. It is not necessarily the opinion of the editors or employees of Resource Consultants.
We are sometimes asked what we think of bitcoins. To be honest, Pat and I have never liked them or trusted enough to invest in them since they are a crypto currency and we don’t want to risk the money on something we can’t hold. That being said, a longtime friend and client came to me with a new way to get into bitcoins without investing much at all. Actually, less than $100 got us started. As a skeptic and a non-gambling person I took a chance. Boy, am I glad I did! We have already been paid many times my original entry and look forward to our merger, timid start growing into something pretty nice! If you would like to learn more about what this is please call our office and ask for Linda or Janell 480-820-5877 we can email you more information and get you in touch with one of the founders of this system to answer any of your questions. With a little patience you could see some pretty awesome results like we have. This is an exciting and fun new thing we are trying and have been pretty happily impressed with it!

The afore mentioned IS NOT AND HAS NO CONNECTION WITH RESOURCE CONSULTANTS. Resource Consultants, Inc. is a full service precious metals company. Call us for buying or selling physical Gold Silver Platinum or Palladium coins or bullion. We also work with Precious metals IRAs as well as U.S. Numismatics Gold or Silver coins. 800-494-4149. Please share our letter with your friends and family and make sure they sign up on line www.buysilvernow.com and “Like” us on Facebook for access to our updates and free newsletters.

Here is a great opportunity to earn the Crypto Currency "Bitcoin". For less than $100 you can have multiple positions in NetworkerBitcoin.com

NetworkerBitcoin.com
The Bitcoin Opportunity with the Best “Peer-to-Peer” concept strategy

Lee Balentine Co-Founder
Bitcoin Opportunity
https://networkerbitcoin.com

Investing in physical gold means owning a safe-haven asset that could do more just about anything other investment to protect your wealth and help you survive financially when the next crisis hits.